THE
NEW WORLD

The proximity of the end of the current world age
has inspired this effort to present a picture of the
immediate next steps for humanity. We face a
daunting challenge in accomplishing this task as
the contents will surely overwhelm the mental and
emotional capacities of even the most advanced
human beings.

However, the realization is dawning in many
minds that the Earth as you have known it will not
survive the forces of destruction that have been
unleashed. The illusion of solid and unchanging
form is gradually giving way to a higher wave of
consciousness that is sweeping through the ranks
of an evolving human race in preparation for the
emergence of a new world.

It is known among esoteric students that this is a
preparatory period but poorly understood what
the preparation is actually for. We are preparing
you for a vista so sweepingly new on a plane of
experience so unfathomable to present humanity
that only the awakened consciousness can take it
in, for it is unprecedented in every sense of the
word.

The conscious life stream of
Earth is on the brink of
entering a plane of subtler
energies—of greater refinement
and expanded awareness
conducive to the emerging
human Soul whose destiny is to
irradiate the lives of all living
beings while channeling the
light and love of the spiritual
Hierarchy into the world of
human affairs.

In the new world solid beings and
objects will not exist, but rather the
subtler containers of energy and
consciousness that in the past
vitalized the dense physical forms.
Everything existing on the etheric
plane will be animated by energies
flowing through this plane where
movement is generated by
consciousness.

Time and space as currently
understood will be obliterated and
obviated in this new world . . .
everything will proceed through the
mechanisms of consciousness
emanating from diverse levels and
grades of planetary life, from plants
and animals to Masters of Love
and Wisdom. The laws of gravity
measure the speed of mass moving
through space. In a world without
mass, different laws will apply.

By way of illustration, when a disciple is in contact
with a Master it is unnecessary to ‘go’ anywhere, i.e.,
to change physical locations. What ‘moves’ is the
focus of the mind, from the concrete world to the
plane of Intuition where all Masters (with few
exceptions) currently dwell—in consciousness.

A lifting of vibrations creates the
resonance that brings one to the ‘place’
of connection. So it will be in the new
world, where physical movement is no
longer needed but only the visualization
of what is sought and the appropriate
shift of frequencies. By forming a
thought-picture of the goal, one’s
consciousness will ‘arrive’ at that person,
place or event.

If this seems too far-fetched to imagine, consider
the way that the internet allows you to bring up
an image of anything you choose to search for.
On a small screen you can now see before you
virtually all places, persons and things on the
surface of planet Earth. The facility of these
machines and their growing familiarity have
obscured the reality of their magic.

Of course, the use made of them determines
whether the magic is white or black . . . but the
point is that people now take for granted the fact
that they can ‘be present’ at virtually any point on
the globe without leaving their homes and can
communicate in virtually any language without
need of a human translator.

This system of planetary intercommunication
has knit together the human race without its
full realization of the implications. Much of
humanity now lives in this virtual world. For
all intents and purposes human communities
have been transposed from geographical
locations to ‘locations’ beyond time and space,
by means of electronic impulses flowing
through the ethers.

From there it should not require a great leap
of the creative imagination to envision the
etheric realm as a sea of energy where the
machinery will be unnecessary. The principle
of free choice has been established. A person
who turns on a computer can ‘go’ any place in
this world instantly simply by thinking the idea
of that place or event.

One of the principles underlying
the next period of evolutionary
growth will be access to any
attainable layer of existence by
conscious choice and intention, and
by resonance.
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